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Summary

Objectives: The purpose of the study was to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy and safety of long-term complementary therapy in primary, non-metastatic breast cancer patients in UICC stage I–III with a standardised European mistletoe extract (Viscum album L., Iscador, “mistletoe extract”) given in addition to conventional adjuvant oncological therapy (i.e. chemo-, radio-, and hormonal therapy; “conventional therapy”).

Methods: The multicentre, comparative, retrospective, pharmaco-epidemiological cohort study with parallel groups design and randomly selected centers was carried out according to Good Epidemiological Practice (GEP) rules. The study group patients received subcutaneous mistletoe extract injections for at least three months in addition to the conventional therapy, while the control group was treated with conventional therapy only. The patients were followed up for at least three years or until death. The primary endpoint for efficacy was the overall incidence of adverse drug reactions (ADRs) attributed to the conventional therapy. Secondary endpoints were symptoms associated with disease and treatment, as well as the survival. All endpoints were adjusted to baseline imbalance, therapy regimen and other confounders by the logistic regression or the Cox proportional hazard regression. Safety was assessed by the number of patients with ADRs attributed to the mistletoe extract treatment, the ADR severity and the evaluation of a possible tumor enhancement.

Results: 1442 patients (710 study and 732 controls) were eligible for the “per protocol” analysis of efficacy and safety.
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At baseline, the mistletoe extract group had a more advanced disease and worse prognostic factors profile. After a median follow up of 67 vs. 61 months, and a median mistletoe extract therapy duration of 52 months, significantly fewer study group patients (16.3 %) than control patients (54.1 %) developed one or more ADRs attributed to the conventional therapy (adjusted odds ratio (95 % confidence interval, CI): OR = 0.47 (0.32–0.67), p < 0.001). In the mistletoe extract group, several symptoms more frequently disappeared, and the overall estimated survival was significantly longer (adjusted mortality hazard ratio (95 % CI): HR = 0.46 (0.22–0.96), p = 0.038). Systemic ADRs attributed to the mistletoe extract treatment developed 0.8 %, and local ADRs 17.3 % of the patients. The ADR severity was mild to intermediate (WHO/CTC grade 1–2). Severe mistletoe extract therapy-related ADRs or tumor enhancement were not observed.

Conclusions: The results of the present study confirmed the safety of the complementary therapy of patients with primary, non-metastatic breast cancer with a standardized mistletoe extract and showed considerably fewer ADRs attributed to concurrent conventional therapy, as well as reduced disease and treatment-associated symptoms, and suggested a prolonged overall survival in the mistletoe extract group as compared with controls.

1. Introduction

Breast cancer has the highest incidence (25.9 %) and mortality (17.1 %) of all types of cancer in women in Germany. In the United States about 175,000 new cases occur each year and approximately 43,000 women die of breast cancer in the USA and about 1 million women world-wide [1, 2]. Treatment of breast cancer requires multimodal therapy with primary surgery followed by adjuvant radio-, chemo- and/or hormonal therapy depending on individual criteria relating to tumour status, lymph node disease, menopause and hormone receptor status (adjuvant therapy) [3–6]. In view of the frequent side effects of adjuvant therapy [7, 8] and the risk of a substantial impairment in quality of life [9–14], complementary treatment to limit or prevent the symptoms associated with the disease or treatment is becoming increasingly important. This is despite the fact that there is still no convincing evidence of its effectiveness in reducing the progression of the disease and prolonging survival [15–17]. Of the complementary treatments used by cancer patients, European mistletoe extracts (Viscum album L.) are the most common in Europe, especially in Germany [18, 19]. In recent studies the most important components of mistletoe (lectins, viscotoxins and other components) have been defined more accurately, their properties researched in pharmacological and toxicological studies and the extract standardised for its active components. In-vitro and in-vivo investigations have identified immunomodulatory and cytostatic effects (overview in [20–23]). However so far only individual case reports and results from smaller, non-randomised studies support prophylaxis of tumour recurrence and extended survival. Controlled clinical studies that have been published show conflicting results and have methodology weaknesses (overview in [24–26]). Discussion of the safety and possible toxicity of mistletoe extracts has also been controversial [27–29]. There are practical and ethical reservations concerning implementation of randomised, controlled trials (RCT) to prove extension of survival, as these trials would have to be carried out over a prolonged period (5 to 10 years) and in view of the relatively good prognosis for non-metastatic breast cancer they would have to include a large number of patients.

For this reason we decided to carry out a retroactive, controlled, epidemiological cohort study using the IFAG standard concept Retrospect™ [30]. This type of study is recognised in epidemiological research [31, 32] and according to EU guidelines permits valid statements to be made on the efficacy and safety of medicinal products that have been on the market for some time ("well established use") [33]. Controlled, epidemiological studies can also achieve EBM evidence level II and thus contribute to the clinical evidence of efficacy [34, 35]. Detailed literature comparisons of the results of randomised, controlled studies with those of controlled, epidemiological observational studies have shown that well designed, implemented and analysed epidemiological studies generally have similar results to randomised, controlled studies [36–40].

The aim of this study was to investigate under practice conditions the efficacy and safety of standardised European mistletoe extract (Viscum album L., Iscador®[1]), "mistletoe extract") as complementary treatment in addition to conventional therapy in the long-term postoperative care of primary non-metastatic breast cancer. This mistletoe extract has been on the market for a long time and is often used as complementary cancer treatment, especially in Germany and Switzerland.

1) Manufacturer: Weleda AG, Arlesheim (Switzerland).
2. Material and methods

2.1. Study design

This is a multicentre, controlled, retrospective cohort study. The study group was made up of patients with non-metastatic breast cancer who were treated after surgery with mistletoe extract in addition to conventional chemo-, radio- or hormonal therapy. The control group included patients who received only conventional therapy.

2.2. Selection of centres

A random sample of hospitals and clinics involved in primary cancer care, oncological postoperative care clinics (Reha clinics) and oncological treatment care centres in Germany and Switzerland was selected, which provide postoperative care of patients with breast cancer and which were willing to participate in the study. In the centres either the mistletoe extract was used as complementary treatment in addition to conventional therapy or conventional treatment only was used. There were no restrictions on the type of conventional treatment or other additional measures such as physiotherapy.

2.3. Selection of patient data

In the centres the medical records were obtained for all those patients treated from 1988 to 2000 as part of postsurgical breast cancer care. Treatment could have been completed at the start of the study or still be ongoing (retropective concept). Patient data were included in the study chronologically and without any further selection. They had undergone surgery for histologically proven, non-metastatic breast cancer (UICC classification I–III). They had to have received postoperative care together with conventional treatment for at least 6 months (chemo-, radio- and hormonal therapy), with or without additional treatment with mistletoe extract. The follow-up time had to have lasted a minimum of 3 years (or until death) and the following essential data were recorded: a) baseline data (age, menopause, hormone receptor status, tumour staging), b) surgery and tumour characterization (time, type, size, multiplicity, UICC classification, staging, grading), c) details of treatment (conventional treatment, mistletoe extract, adjuvant therapies) and d) follow-up findings (Karrosfisk index, treatment- or disease-associated symptoms, tumour status, adverse drug reactions (ADRs) of conventional treatment and mistletoe extract, incidence of recurrence, metastases or death).

2.4. Conduct of the study

Data of patients included in the study were transferred from medical records onto standardised case report forms (CRFs) in an anonymous form by clinical trial investigators after briefing by trained monitors. Information on treatment- or disease-associated symptoms was supplemented by an evaluation of the progress of the disease by the doctor. Data on the CRFs were checked for completeness and plausibility, corrected if necessary, and written information (e.g. medicinal products, diagnoses, ADRs) was converted into standardized codes (e.g. code from the ROTE LISTE®, ICD-10, WHO/CTC etc.) and entered into a database system. Audits were carried out on random samples to confirm that data on the CRF corresponded to that in the medical records.

2.5. Parameters and statistical analysis

The primary target criterion of efficacy was the incidence of ADRs of conventional treatment. The secondary target criteria were the symptoms related to the disease and treatment and survival. Treatment safety was evaluated by the incidence and severity of ADRs due to mistletoe extract treatment and any possible tumour enhancement. Since allocation to the study and control group was not randomised it could be assumed that both groups differed regarding essential baseline and treatment conditions. In the statistical analysis differences were determined for all essential conditions and their influence on the target parameters analysed. Prior to comparison of the study and control group the target criteria were adjusted to the same conditions. The multivariate adjustment for the baseline inhomogeneity, treatment measures and other influential factors (confounders) was carried out using logistic regression (for ADRs and symptoms) or Cox proportional hazard regression (for survival). Analysis was carried out using the per protocol method.

3. Results

3.1. Study centres and patient numbers

Sixteen centres in Germany and Switzerland took part in the study; 9 of the centres were clinics or hospitals, of which 5 were for primary care and 4 were for oncological postoperative care (Reha centres), and there were also 7 oncological treatment care centres. 4 centres used both complementary treatment with the mistletoe extract in addition to conventional treatment and also conventional treatment on its own, 9 centres used only conventional treatment supplemented by complementary treatment with the mistletoe extract and 3 centres used conventional treatment only.

In total, data from 1,442 patients were recorded that met the criteria for inclusion. Of these 710 had received the mistletoe extract in addition to conventional treatment (study group) and 732 had received conventional treatment only (control group).

3.2. Baseline data

Table 1 shows the patient baseline data separated according to treatment groups. There are significant and clinically relevant differences between both groups in the period between diagnosis and surgery (1.32 to 0.14 months), a positive oestrogen receptor status (72 % to 65 %), post-menopausal status (62 % to 82 %) and the incidence of non-oncological diseases (36 % to 54 %). Table 2 gives the findings at surgery. Patients in the study group had considerably poorer prognostic values (for survival). Treatment safety was evaluated by the incidence and severity of ADRs due to mistletoe extract treatment and any possible tumour enhancement. Since allocation to the study and control group was not randomised it could be assumed that both groups differed regarding essential baseline and treatment conditions. In the statistical analysis differences were determined for all essential conditions and their influence on the target parameters analysed. Prior to comparison of the study and control group the target criteria were adjusted to the same conditions. The multivariate adjustment for the baseline inhomogeneity, treatment measures and other influential factors (confounders) was carried out using logistic regression (for ADRs and symptoms) or Cox proportional hazard regression (for survival). Analysis was carried out using the per protocol method.

3.3. Primary treatment (conventional treatment)

The median observation period for postoperative care was 66 months in the study group and 60 months in the control group. It was therefore comparable for both
groups. Table 3 gives an overview of primary oncological treatment. Clinically relevant differences are evident between the study groups. 156 patients (22 %) in the study group and 42 (6 %) in the control group had not received any conventional treatment. Radiotherapy was used in 44 % in the study group and in 76 % in the control group. Chemotherapy was used in 33 % in the study group and in 23 % in the control group, whereas hormonal therapy was given to 50 % of patients in both groups.

The median value for the duration of mistletoe extract treatment was 52 months in the study group and the mean cumulative dose of mistletoe extract was 4.367 mg.

3.4. Reduction in adverse drug reactions (ADRs) of conventional treatment

In 112 patients in the study group (16 % of total, 20 % of patients who underwent conventional treatment) a total of 152 ADRs were recorded for conventional treatment, and in 395 patients in the control group (54 % of total, 57 % of patients who underwent conventional treatment) a total of 782 ADRs was found. The ADR rate for primary treatment was therefore considerably and statistically highly significantly lower in the study group than in the control group (adjusted relative ratio (odds ratio, 95 % confidence interval): OR = 0.47 (0.32–0.67), p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1). This effect was similar in patients who received radio-, chemo-, or combination therapy. Of the 152 ADRs of conventional treatment in the study group, 40 (27 %) were attributed to radiotherapy (17 of them skin reactions), 89 (60 %) to chemotherapy (42 had nausea/vomiting and 10 leucopenia/leucoyctosis), 8 (5 %) to hormonal therapy and 12 (8 %) to other treatments. Three ADRs could not be classified. Of the 782 ADRs of conventional treatment in the control group, 541 (69 %) were related to radiotherapy (of these 243 were skin reactions), 184 (24 %) to chemotherapy (of these 71 were nausea/vomiting and 6 were leucopenia/leucoyctosis), 15 (2 %) to hormonal therapy and 40 (5 %) to other treatments. Two ADRs could not be classified.

3.5. Reduction in disease-related symptoms in the postoperative care period

Medical records were used to establish which symptoms associated with the disease had occurred since the start of postoperative care and whether these symptoms were still present at the end of postoperative care or whether they had disappeared. The following were judged to be disease-associated symptoms: nausea,
vomiting, loss of appetite, pain at the site of tumour surgery, headaches, tiredness/exhaustion, loss of drive/depression, disturbances in concentration/memory, sleep disturbances, dizziness/disorders of balance, fatigue/irritability, shortness of breath on exertion and infection. For individual symptoms Table 4 gives the numbers (n) of patients in whom the relevant symptoms occurred in the postoperative care period, the number and frequency with which they disappeared (i.e. patients who had no more symptoms at the end of the postoperative phase) and the relative ratios adjusted to the same conditions (odds ratio) between the study and control group, together with their 95 % confidence interval. Fig. 2 gives the confidence intervals for the adjusted odds ratios. The table and figure show that for all the symptoms the estimated value for the relative

![Fig. 2: Incidence of symptoms, adjusted relative ratio (odds ratio) and 95 % confidence interval for complete disappearance (“cure”) at the end of the postoperative care period of individual symptoms present initially.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Study group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio “symptom free”</th>
<th>95 % confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>2.305</td>
<td>0.916−5.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6.677</td>
<td>1.414−31.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of appetite</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>0.719−3.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal/epigastric pain</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.476</td>
<td>0.646−3.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local pain at the tumour site (breast)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.244</td>
<td>0.427−3.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headaches</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>1.446−9.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiredness/exhaustion</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>5.020</td>
<td>2.730−9.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of drive/depression</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>4.845</td>
<td>2.493−9.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disturbances in concentration/memory</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>18.355</td>
<td>4.284−78.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disturbances</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>4.210</td>
<td>1.946−9.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizziness/disorder</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.357</td>
<td>1.138−27.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue/irritability</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>4.228</td>
<td>1.929−9.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortness of breath on exertion</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>0.197−10.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infections</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.322</td>
<td>0.016−107.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom from symptoms at the end of the postoperative care period</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>3.563</td>
<td>2.026−6.268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ratio is greater than 1. This means that the ratio of patients free of symptoms at the end of the postoperative care period is larger in the study group than in the control group. For many symptoms the lower limit of the confidence interval was greater than 1, which indicates a significantly higher ratio for the study group. Of the 558 patients in the study group who had symptoms in the postoperative period, 436 (78%) were free of symptoms at the end of the period. Of the 569 patients in the control group with symptoms, 219 (39%) were free of symptoms. The incidence of symptoms during the postoperative care period was therefore considerably reduced by the supplementary mistletoe extract treatment.

### 3.6. Survival

97 (13.7%) of the 710 patients in the study group and 49 (6.7%) of the 732 in the control group died during the observation period. The higher mortality rate in the study group is largely due to the differences in the baseline situation and conventional treatment between both groups, with the study group being much more seriously ill (see Tables 2 and 3). The non-adjusted mortality rates therefore give a distorted picture and cannot be interpreted directly. To determine the influence of the baseline situation, the risk profile and conventional treatment on mortality and to obtain an unbiased estimate of survival, a Cox regression analysis was undertaken. In this regression it is assumed that the hazard rate (i.e. the time-related probability of dying at a certain time if the person has survived to the time) is composed multiplicatively of a function related only to time, and function unrelated to time for the influencing factors (proportional hazard rate model). In this way it is possible to estimate separately the influence of individual factors unrelated to time (“confounder”) on survival (the hazard rate) and the expected survival in the study and control group for the same conditions in both groups (adjusted course). The influence of a factor (relative to the absence of the factor) is quantified by the hazard ratio HR. This gives the value by which the hazard rate is changed if the factor is present, compared to the absence of the factor. For an HR greater than 1 mortality is increased by the factor, if the HR is less than 1 it is reduced. If the HR = 1 the factor has no influence on mortality. The most important influencing factors (“confounders”) found in this study (the estimated HR value and the 95% confidence interval given in brackets) are as follows:

- **a) Advanced tumour stage (UICC = III; HR = 3.61 (1.61–8.12), p = 0.002;**
- **b) use of prophylactic conventional treatment (i.e. treatment before recurrences or metastases first occur); HR = 0.34 (0.17–0.69), p = 0.003;**
- **c) use of concomitant physiotherapy or balneotherapy: HR = 0.41 (0.25–0.69), p = 0.001. If the influence of these and other factors (age, hormone receptor status, menopause, time of surgery after diagnosis, risk profile from tumour stage, grade, multiplicity and residual tumour, concomitant diseases and centre) are adjusted for mortality, an HR of 0.46 with a 95% confidence interval of 0.22 to 0.96 (p = 0.038) is produced for the influence of the study group compared with the control group on overall mortality. According to the estimated HR, the hazard rate (i.e. the estimated risk of dying) in the study group would only be about half the hazard rate of the control group. Nevertheless the upper confidence interval for HR amounts virtually to 1; i.e. with a 95% probability, under certain circumstances the “true” hazard rate of the study group can also be only a little lower than that of the control group.**

**Fig. 3: Overall survival (Cox proportional hazard regression). Adjusted hazard ratio: HR = 0.46 (0.22–0.96), p = 0.038.**

**Fig. 4: Tumour-related survival (Cox proportional hazard regression). Adjusted hazard ratio: HR = 0.44 (0.17–1.15), p = 0.093.**
justing for inhomogeneity and reference to the same conditions for both groups, an estimated HR value of 0.44 (0.17–1.15) is reached, which is not significantly different from 1 (p = 0.093). However, tumour-related mortality adjusted to the same conditions is lower for the study group than for the control group. As the differences are not significant, it can be concluded at most that there is a trend in favour of the mistletoe extract treatment. The tumour-related survival curves for both groups are shown in Fig. 4. The differences between the treatment groups regarding the incidence of recurrence (recurrence: HR = 0.98 (0.60–1.62), p = 0.947) are not significant.

The adjusted hazard rates for both groups are virtually the same. For the incidence of distant metastases the adjusted hazard rate for metastases-free survival between the treatment groups is not significantly different with HR = 0.65 (0.35–1.21), p = 0.172.

3.7. Safety of mistletoe extract treatment

In 6 of 710 patients from the study group (0.8 %), systemic ADRs were reported that were definitely or probably related to mistletoe extract treatment (weakness, hyperactivity, increase of a topical eczema, tiredness/exhaustion, bacterial skin infection, malaise, gastrointestinal symptoms). The severity was rated as “mild” or “moderate” (WHO/CTC stage 1–2). The ADRs generally lasted for a day. There were no serious systemic ADRs. Local reactions at the injection site (erythema, induration, oedema, itching, pain, sometimes with mild fever reaction) were observed in 123 patients (17.3 %). 71 % of local reactions were mild and had regressed spontaneously. In 7 patients treatment had to be changed, and mistletoe extract treatment was discontinued in 4. There were no indications of any tumour enhancement.

4. Discussion

The results of this retrospective cohort study, in which data from 1,442 patients with primary, non-metastatic breast cancer were recorded in 16 different centres in Germany and Switzerland, show that complementary treatment with standardised mistletoe extract in addition to primary conventional treatment (radio-, chemo-, hormonal therapy) can reduce substantially and significantly the adverse drug reactions of conventional treatment and disease-associated symptoms. The baseline situation and the treatment conditions did, however, differ between the patients treated with and without mistletoe extract and also varied between the centres. These differences also influenced the treatment results, especially survival. When the differences and hazard rates (i.e. the probability of dying at a certain time, if the patient has survived to this time) were adjusted to the same conditions using Cox regression, overall mortality showed a significantly lower hazard rate for the study group with mistletoe extract compared with treatment without the mistletoe extract. However, the difference is no longer significant in the individual subgroups for tumour-related death, recurrence and distant metastases, although there was still a visible trend towards more favourable results in the mistletoe extract group for tumour-associated death and distant metastases. When interpreting these results it must be taken into account that the adjusted hazard rates were not directly observed results but were predicted values based on the reported data calculated under the assumption of the same conditions. The non-adjusted mortality observed varied considerably between the centres over a range of 0 to 33 %. In a subgroup analysis it was only possible to carry out a direct comparison of mortality between the study and control group within the centres in 3 of the postoperative care centres. They had administered treatment with (73) and without (293) mistletoe extract and the baseline situation of the patients and the conventional treatment was comparable. Non-adjusted overall mortality in these centres was 2.7 % (2 of 73) for treatment with the mistletoe extract and 6.5 % without mistletoe extract (19 of 293). The ratio of hazard rates between the study and control group (the adjusted hazard ratio, HR) was 0.38 (95 % confidence interval 0.08–1.74) in these centres and is therefore comparable to the adjusted HR for overall mortality in all centres (HR = 0.46). This can be regarded as an indication that it is quite possible for such a relevant reduction in overall mortality to occur in reality with the mistletoe extract treatment if conditions are appropriate.

In the past, many predominantly empirical results from case studies, case reports and small and non-controlled studies on treatment of malignant tumours with mistletoe extracts have been published. However, critical evaluation of the methods and results often revealed serious weaknesses in methodology [24–26]. In more recent, controlled, randomised studies in head and neck cancer and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) no significant effect of treatment with mistletoe extract on tumour recurrence and survival was found [41, 42]. One of the possible explanations for lack of informative results for these studies could be the suboptimal duration of mistletoe extract treatment of one year or less, whereas with the present cohort study optimal results for survival can only be expected after three or more years. However, there are several controlled, prospective studies in which the clinical efficacy of mistletoe extract therapy on tumour-related results could be confirmed. In a prospective, comparative, clinical study in patients with breast cancer, given either mistletoe extract treatment or combined chemotherapy who were compared with a non-treated breast cancer group, a significantly longer survival time was recorded in the mistletoe extract and combination chemotherapy group [43]. Significantly prolonged survival was also found with mistletoe extract treatment in a randomised “matched-pairs” study, nested in a prospective, non-
randomised study of solid tumours, in particular breast cancer. The patients received conventional treatment, either with or without supplementary mistletoe extract treatment [44]. However this study was criticised for problems in its methodology. In a randomised, clinical study in patients with advanced stage III/IV glioma a significantly longer survival time was found in the mistletoe extract treatment group [45]. The most important reasons for the controversy surrounding the studies named were discussed by Kiene and Edler [24, 26]. In a more recent, multicentre, comparative, retrospective cohort study in patients with primary, non metastatic breast cancer, treated with short-term (median one year) complementary treatment using another standardised mistletoe extract, significantly fewer tumour recurrences were found compared with non-treated control patients but there was no effect on survival. This could be explained by the mistletoe treatment and the postoperative follow-up period being too short [47]. Despite all the weaknesses in the studies quoted there are consistent indications of possible prolongation of survival associated with mistletoe extract treatment, at least for certain types of cancer and treatment regimens. To clarify further the efficacy of mistletoe treatment on the survival of cancer patients, additional studies with optimised treatment design should be carried out.

Regarding the influence of complementary treatment with mistletoe extracts on quality of life criteria and disease- and treatment-associated symptoms of cancer patients, the results published on the frequent significant clinical advantage of complementary mistletoe extract treatment are more convincing and conclusive. The results of the present cohort study confirm a relevant and significant advantage of complementary treatment with standardised mistletoe extract on symptoms and quality of life in patients in the early stages of breast cancer. This is supported by prospective, controlled studies. In the randomised NSCLC study mentioned the general subjective health status in the mistletoe extract group was improved significantly more than in the placebo group [41]. In another prospective, open cohort study in 884 cancer patients, 36 % with breast cancer, most of the quality of life criteria improved considerably within only 3 months of starting treatment with a lectin-1 standardised mistletoe extract [48]. In a prospective, randomised clinical study of 50 breast cancer patients who received adjuvant radio- and/or chemotherapy, there was a considerably better improvement in quality of life after only two months compared with the placebo group for supplementary mistletoe extract treatment [49]. In a prospective, randomised clinical study in 21 patients with advanced breast cancer given standardised mistletoe extracts in addition to adjuvant VEC chemotherapy, the disease- and treatment-associated symptoms and the leucopenia associated with the chemotherapy improved significantly compared with 19 control patients [50]. In a prospective, randomised, placebo-controlled study to investigate the dose-response relationship of a lectin-standardised mistletoe preparation in addition to adjuvant CMF-chemotherapy, a significant, dose-related improvement in validated quality of life criteria and lymphocyte subpopulations was reported for 272 patients who underwent surgery for breast cancer [51]. In the studies quoted, relevant therapeutic efficacy of mistletoe extract treatment was reported consistently for improvement in quality of life criteria. In view of the different methods, types of cancer and treatment regimens, conducting a prospective, randomised, clinical study on improvement of quality of life with mistletoe extract treatment would be highly recommended for further clarification and quantification.

With regard to toxicity, in the present study the mistletoe extract treatment was well tolerated, with no serious or life-threatening undesirable effects, in particular no severe allergic reactions. No tumour enhancement was observed. The incidence of systemic adverse drug reactions and local reactions at the site of injection were of the same extent and quality as in previously published clinical studies with mistletoe extracts [27–29, 52]. Consequently complementary treatment with standardised mistletoe extract in breast cancer can be regarded as safe.
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